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Night and Day
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Featuring fabrics from the  
Night and Day collection by 
Skipping Stones Studio
Finished size: 32" x 32" 
Design by Lori Hein for Clothworks
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Tracing Line

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates to this pattern: www.clothworkstextiles.com 

 Directions

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction 
directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not 
responsible for printing errors.

Night and Day  Fabrics from the Night and Day collection for Clothworks Not For resale
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Materials
Yardages based on 42” wide unwashed 
fabric. Prewashing fabric may require 
additional yardage.

A - 3/8 yd Black Med Floral (Y0741-3)

B - 1/4 yd Black Swirl (Y0742-3)

C - 1/4 yd Black Circle (Y0738-3)

D - 1/4 yd Black Bursts (Y0743-3)

E - 1/4 yd White Swirl (Y0742-1)

F - 3/8 yd White Stripe (Y0740-1)

G - 3/8 yd White Mesh (Y0739-1)

H - 1/4 yd Black Sm Foral (Y0744-3)

I - Fat Quarter – Black Stripe (Y0740-3)

J - 3/8 yd Black Mesh (Y0739-3) binding

K - 1 yd Backing of choice

½ yd Fusible web

Appliqué pressing sheet

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric 
LOF = Length of Fabric

All appliqué, except bias vines, is done 
with fusible web.  Trace shapes on paper 
side of fusible web.  Using appliqué 
pressing sheet, press to wrong side of 
fabric and cut out on lines drawn.

A - Cut 1- 8½” square (large center 
square)

B - Cut 4 - 6½” squares (medium squares)

C - Cut 4 - 4½” squares (small squares), 
fussy cut 2 circles for flower centers

D - Cut 4 - 2½” squares (extra small 
corner squares), 4 small hearts, 10 flower 
petals

E - Cut 4 - 6½” x 8½” (appliqué block 
backgrounds)

F - Cut 4 - 4½” x 20½” (inner border)

G - Cut 4 - 2½” x 28½” (outer border)

H - Cut 2 - large appliqué hearts, 4 - small 
appliqué hearts

I - Cut 4 – 1-1/4” x 20” Bias strips (vines)

J - Cut 4 - 2 1/2” x WOF strips (binding)
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Applique Borders:
1. Trace stitching line on all 4 F rectangles (Inner borders)  – see “tracing line”. 

2. Press bias strips J in half wrong sides together.  Lay raw edge along traced line  and sew a scant 1/4” 
seam allowance.  Press folded edge over raw edge.  Applique down.

3. Place and press a small heart A on either end of vine.  Finish raw edges with satin or blanket stitch.  
Make 2.  Repeat with small hearts of fabric H.  Make 2.  

4. Sew units with fabric H hearts to sides of pieced center.  Press.
5. To other 2 units with small hearts A , sew a square C to either end.  Press.  Sew to top and bottom of 

pieced center.

Outer Borders and Finishing:
1. For outer border, sew strip G to either side of wall hanging.  Press.
2. Sew a fabric D square to each end of other two G border strips.  Press.  Sew to top and bottom of 

wall hanging. Press.
3. Quilt as desired.

4. Sew binding strips end to end.  Press wrong sides together.  Sew to edge of quilt.

Center of Quilt:
1. For middle row, sew a rectangle E to either side of center square A.  Press.

2. Sew a square B to either side of rectangle E.  Repeat to make two rows.  Press.  Sew these rows to 
either side of middle row in step 1.  Press.

3. Center and press large applique hearts (H) to rectangle E’s in center row.  Finish edges by machine 
satin stitch or blanket stitch.

4. On other two rectangle E’s center and press 5 flower petals (D) and one flower center (C).  Finish 
edges as in step 3.


